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Abstract: In order to solve the problem of the false matching in detecting copy-move 
forgeries, an improved method based on Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) and 
YIQ color space is proposed. First, to detect the key points of the original image and extract 
ORB features. Secondly, for each key point, the YIQ color feature is extracted. Finally, the 
ORB feature descriptor and the YIQ color feature vector between every two different key 
points are matched to determine the copy-move regions. The experimental results show that 
the proposed algorithm can not only guarantee the high efficiency of the detection 
algorithm, but also can effectively reduce the false matching rate comparing with the ORB 
algorithm. What’s more, the proposed algorithm has better robustness even when an image 
is distorted by Gaussian blur, white noise and JPEG compression. 

1. Introduction 

With the increasing popularity of digital image acquisition devices, digital images become 
inseparable parts of human life. However, there are also a lot of powerful editing software like 
PhotoShop that make image tampering become easier. If these tampered images appear in news 
reports, academic research and court evidence, they will reduce people's trust in images and bring 
serious negative effects to the society. 

There are various means of image tampering, copy-move forgery is the most common way of 
tampering. Copy-move forgery detection (CMFD) technique are traditionally categorized into two 
classes: block-based and keypoint-based methods [1]. In 2003, Fridrich et al. first proposed the block-
based matching method and proposed a CMFD algorithm based on Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT) [2]. However, the disadvantage is that the feature dimension of this algorithm is high. In 2004, 
Popescu and Farid used the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to characterize the image blocks [3], 
which reduced the dimension of the feature descriptor. This algorithm is robust to noise-adding and 
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JPEG compression. In 2012, Muhammad et al. proposed a detection algorithm based on Dyadic 
Wavelet Transform (DyWT), combining LL1 channel and HH1 channel [4], which improved the 
accuracy of block-based CMFD algorithm. Block-based algorithm is difficult to determine the block 
size, and has high computational complexity, in addition, it has weak robustness to rotation, scaling, 
noise, blur and other operations [5]. 

In 2008, Huang et al. proposed a keypoint-based CMFD algorithm--Scale-Invariant Feature 
Transform (SIFT) [6] to detect the tampered area, which can effectively deal with light, rotation and 
scale changes. In the same year, Shivakumar et al. proposed a tampering detection algorithm based 
on Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [7]. The performance of the SURF algorithm is similar to 
that of the SIFT algorithm, but the computational complexity is greatly reduced. Besides, in order to 
solve the high dimension feature descriptor and high matching time complexity of the SIFT and the 
SURF algorithm, In 2013, Ethan et al. proposed Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF(ORB) feature 
extraction algorithm[8]. ORB is a method based on high speed binary descriptor BRIEF, at the same 
time, this method also has invariance over rotation, and is robust to the noise. 

Most of the current CMFD algorithms only use the gray information of the image, and significant 
color information is ignored. However, color plays an important role in identifying objects. To solve 
this problem, this paper proposes a CMFD algorithm based on ORB and YIQ color space. On the 
basis of the ORB algorithm, the color feature of the key points is extracted to increase the detecting 
accuracy for color images. Experiments show that the algorithm can eliminate the mismatch problem 
of ORB algorithm and improve the accuracy of identification.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, describes the general workflow. The 
propose algorithm is introduced in section 3 and section 4; section 5 illustrates the experimental 
results and gives the comparative analysis of the proposed algorithm with some classical detection 
methods. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and discusses some possible future work. 

2. Proposed Method 

As discussed in section 1, a majority of existing work ignore the color information of images. 
Thus, this paper present a YIQ space-based strategy for CMFD, as shown in Fig.1.First extract the 
keypoints; next the ORB features of the image is extracted; then color invariant of every key-point is 
computed; Finally, the intersection of the matching keypoint pairs of the two sets is the result of 
CMFD detection. 

 
Fig.1 Framework of proposed method 

3. Keypoint Extraction 

For image ),( yxI , draw a circle with a radius of 3 pixels centered on the point ),( yx . Take the 
points on the circumference as the surrounding points, if there are continuous 12 surrounding points, 
whose gray value is larger than that of the center point ),( yx  plus the threshold value or less than the 
gray value of the center point ),( yx  minus the threshold, then the circle pixel is regarded as the 
keypoint. 
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3.1 ORB Feature Extraction 

After the feature points determined, first define the q+p  moments of a feature-centric image 
block pqm , shown in Equation (1). 
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order of the new binary test, we define the ORB descriptor as Equation (2). 
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The BRIEF descriptor thus obtained has rotational invariance. Finally the ORB feature set )1(F  is 
formed, shown in Equation (3). 
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3.2 Color Feature Extraction 

Considering the real-time character of the feature point detection algorithm, this paper uses color 
components extracted from the color space as color features. Compared with other color space, YIQ 
color space not only considers the color information of image, but also the relationship between YIQ 
color space and RGB color space is linear transformation, which can be effectively used in color 
image processing[14]. The corresponding relationship between RGB and YIQ is shown in Equation 
(4). 
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In Equation (4), Y refers to the brightness of the color, I refers to the color, Q refers to saturation. 
According to the coordinates of the feature points, the color space is transformed from the original 
image by Equation (4), and its YIQ color features are extracted. According to the extracted color 
features, a set of color feature vectors )2(F  is obtained, shown in Equation (5). 
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4. Keypoint Matching 

In the feature matching phase, we search for feature descriptions within )1(F  and )2(F , 
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respectively. Take )1(F  as an example. For each feature pair )1()1(
ji ff ， (i ,j= 1, 2, ..., n) , calculate their 

Hamming distance )1(d . )1()1(
ji ff ， is a qualified match if 1

)1(
hTd ≥ ( 1hT  represent the threshold that 

predefined), then all the matched pairs are preserved while others are discarded. An identical 
procedure is then applied to the feature set )2(F , calculate the vector product )2(d , only when 

2
)2(

hTd ≥ ( 2hT represent the threshold that predefined) )2()2(
ji ff ，  can be regarded as the correct match. 

A keypoint pair that meets the appeal conditions at the same time will be counted as a pair of 
effective match. Finally, connect all the matching feature points, and the two areas that are connected 
to the line are judged to be the areas of copy-move forgery. 

5. Experimental Results and Analysis 

In this section, a series of simulation experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness and 
robustness of the proposed CMFD approach. All experiments are launched on a desktop computer, 
running Python 2.7. In this paper, we have used 200 original and tampered images from two public 
available datasets CASIA and FAU for evaluating and comparing the proposed CMFD approach 
with the ones from Reference [6,7,8]. Fig.2 represents the CMFD results of proposed method and 
other CMFD different with different attacks. 

     
(a) 

     
(b) 

              
(c) 

                
(d) 

       
(e) 

Fig.2 CMFD results of different methods with different attack. From left: copy-move forgery image, 
CMFD results of SIFT,SURF,ORB and proposed methods :(a) plain copy-move, (b) rotation, 

(c)scaling, (d)addictive White Gaussian noise, (e)JPEG compression 
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Suppose the total number of matched feature points is P , the number of correct matching feature 
points is R and the number of false matching feature points is RP − , the false detection rate η is 
shown in Equation (6). 

P
RP −

=η                                    (6) 

Table 1 Contrast Experiment Results 

Algorithm Average Detection 
Time(s) 

Average False Detection 
Rate 

SIFT 0.41 0.15 
SURF 0.39 0.27 
ORB 0.28 0.19 

Proposed 0.32 0.11 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, an efficient forensic method based on the YIQ and ORB for detecting copy-move 
forgery in color images was proposed. We have evaluated the proposed CMFD approach on two 
public available datasets CASIA and FAU, and extensive experimental results have proved that the 
proposed approach can detect and localize color image copy-moves with good accuracy even in 
adverse conditions. What’s more, the time complexity of the algorithm proposed is not significantly 
increased on the basis of the ORB algorithm. In our future work, we will focus on improve the 
robustness of this algorithm to copy-move forgery in smooth regions. 
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